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"The pace of growth for the VMS (vitamins, minerals, and
supplements) market remains steady, as sales are
estimated to increase by 5.1% in 2018, reaching $24.5
billion. Yet consumer emphasis on value and lack of
product understanding are a challenge to the category."
– Marissa Gilbert, Associate Director - Health &
Wellness

This report looks at the following areas:
To best position themselves, category players should emphasize specific product benefits, increase
online presence, and target trending health topics to drive growth.
•
•
•

Prior experience is the strongest influencer among key consumers
Value-driven young adults are the future of the market
Medical professionals lack engagement in VMS market
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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All segments post gains
Figure 11: Total US retail sales and forecast of vitamins, minerals, and supplements, by segment, at current prices, 2013-23

Market Perspective
Functional food and drinks impede on need for OTC VMS
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Sustained high consumer confidence a positive indicator
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Figure 13: Internal sleep aid usage and interest, December 2016
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Figure 14: Population by race and Hispanic origin, 2013-23
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VMS use is established
VMS fill in the wellness gaps for the majority, specific benefits appeal
Previous experience drives purchases
An online presence is essential for VMS brands
Guidance wanted, premium quality required, customization for the young
Solid interest in doctor direction, mental health, and beauty benefits

Product Usage
Use is prevalent
Figure 20: Usage of vitamins, minerals, and supplements, June 2018
A person’s age is linked to their VMS usage
Figure 21: Usage of select vitamins, minerals, and supplements, by age, June 2018
Young women are pursuing a beauty boost
Figure 22: Usage of beauty supplements, by gender and age, June 2018

Reasons for Use
Covering the general health bases is a given; focus on the differentiators
Figure 23: Reasons for taking a vitamin, mineral, or supplement, June 2018
Younger adults want specific, short-term benefits
Figure 24: Select reasons for taking a vitamin, mineral, or supplement, by age, June 2018
Dads are looking for peace of mind, but also defined boosts
Figure 25: Select reasons for taking a vitamin, mineral, or supplement, by parental status, June 2018
Deliver on functional benefits for Black and Hispanic consumers
Figure 26: Select reasons for taking a vitamin, mineral, or supplement, by race and Hispanic origin, June 2018

Brand Purchase Influencers
Tried and true is the strongest influencer
Figure 27: Brand purchase influencers, June 2018
Older adults stick with what’s familiar; younger adults want guidance
Figure 28: Select brand purchase influencers, by age, June 2018
Young adults seek natural options
Figure 29: Brand purchase influencer - natural brand, by age, June 2018
Asian adults drawn to a sale
Figure 30: Sale influence purchasing of specific brand, by race and Hispanic origin, June 2018

Online Information Sources
An online presence is essential for VMS brands
Figure 31: Online information sources, June 2018
Young adults are online savvy; WebMD is the age equalizer
Figure 32: Online information sources, by age, June 2018
Connect with Hispanic consumers through social media
Figure 33: Use of social media to learn about VMS, by race and Hispanic origin, June 2018
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Important Product Factors
Guidance wanted, premium quality required
Figure 34: Important product factors, June 2018
Young adults demand more (but at a value price)
Figure 35: Select important product factors, by age, June 2018
Customization preferences decrease with age
Figure 36: Importance of customized and subscription service features, by age, June 2018
Benefits and customization reach Black consumers
Figure 37: Select important product factors, by total and Black, non-Hispanic, June 2018
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Figure 38: Agree - would be helpful if doctor recommended specific brands of VMS, by age, June 2018
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Figure 39: Agree - interest in supplements for mental health, by age, June 2018
Drop the “beauty” and focus on specific appearance benefits
Figure 40: Interest in beauty-related supplements, June 2018
Don’t forget about (young) men
Figure 41: Agree - interest in beauty related supplements, by gender and age, June 2018
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